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2. ENTREPRENEURSHIP


Small & Medium Entrepreneurship


2. Syed Muhammad Junaid and Dr. Nadeem A. Syed, (December 2012), “Relationship Between Small/Medium Entrepreneurial and Marketing Orientations of FMCG Firms”, MS/MS652012ISR, 31 pages.
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16. Amjad Ali and Dr. Fouzia Naeem Khan, (May 2010), “Identifying Factors Responsible for the Transfer of Call Center Processes to India, in Pakistan’s Perspective”, MS/MS042010ISR, 74 pages.

**Consumer Behavior**


32. Sajjad Ali and Dr. Farheen Nasir, (December 2012), “Influence of Indian Dramas on the Buying Behavior of Pakistani Females”, MS/MS462012ISR, 28 pages.


Customer Care

Agriculture Marketing

Business Ethics
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Brand Management
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5. FINANCE

Financial Management

1. Aijaz Ahmed and Dr. Syed Humayun (December 2011), “Scope of Syndicate Financing in Pakistan”, MS/MS 312011ISR, 32 pages.
Analysis of Financial Statements


Banking


Islamic Banking


Corporate Governance

Corporate Finance


Treasury and Funds Management


E-Banking and e-Commerce


### Portfolio Management


### Stock Market

Forex Markets


Public Finance


International Finance


**Banking and Finance**

1. Naeem Qadir Tunio and Maha Rahman, (December 2011), “Why has the NBP Income Generation Loan (President Rozgar Scheme) not had the Targeted Socio-Economic Impact on the Livelihood of the Unemployed Youth Who Live Just Above the Poverty Line in Karachi’s West Region?”, MS/MS672011ISR, 28 pages.

6. ECONOMICS

**Development Economics**


Macro Economics

**Micro Economics**


**Micro Finance**


**Agriculture Economics**

2. Rizwan Ahmed and Dr. Shahida Wizarat, (May 2003), “Impact of WTO on Pakistan’s Agriculture Sector”, MS/SS042003ISR, 43 pages.

**International Economics**
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17. Mahmood ul Hasan Khan and Dr. M. Nadeem Hanif, (May 2012), "Role of Demand and Supply Shocks in Driving Inflation: A Case Study of Pakistan”, MS/SS12012ISR, 26 pages.
19. Syed Irshad Hussain and Dr. Muhammad Nadim Hanif, (May 2013), “Monetary Transmission Mechanism in Pakistan: Credit Channel or Interest Rate Channel?”, MS/SS122013ISR, 31 pages.

NFC Award /Resource Distribution
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Privatization & Liberalization
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**International Business**
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7. **SOCIAL SCIENCES AND DEVELOPMENT**
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15. Talib Hussain and Dr. Shahida Sajjad, (May 2012), “Motivation towards Study: A Case Study of Department of Special Education, University of Karachi”, MS/MS072012ISR, 39 pages.

**Educational Development**
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Social Sciences
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**International Relations**


Public Private Partnership


Human Rights
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Educational Management

1. Nazar Hussain and Dr. Riaz Ahmed Shaikh, (May 2011), “Student Evaluation of Faculty is a Fair or Unfair Assessment of Teacher’s Performance: A Case Study of Public Sector Engineering Universities of Interior Sindh”, MS/SS082011ISR, 65 pages.

8. COMMUNICATION
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Managerial Communication


9. ELECTRONICS BUSINESS

Customer Relation Management


10. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information Systems Knowledge


Information Technology


Information Security


Networking & Security

61. Mark Peter Kallan and Naeem Janjua, (December 2005), “Quality of Service in IP-Based Networks”, MS/CS672005ISR, 56 pages.

**Computer Networks**


**Mobile Networks**


**Mobile Development / Security**
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43. S. M. Ali Raza Naqvi and Dr. Syed Saif ur Rehman, (December 2012), “Self Tuning No SQL Data Abases”, MS/CS522012ISR, 26 pages.
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Programming Languages
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Data Mining and Warehousing
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90. Sadia Naz and Usman Waheed, (May 2008), ”Comparative Analysis of PCA, LDA and ICA”, MS/CS442008ISR, 31 pages.


Software Development


Software Project Management


Wireless and Mobile Communication


**Wireless Technology**


**Wireless Communication**

Telecommunications


Agent Systems


Cryptography


Tomography


Speech Recognition


**Image Recognition**


**Image Processing**


Grid & Cluster Computing


Cloud Computing


Quantum Computing


Geographic Information System


Media


Electronic Business

E-Learning


Emerging Technologies


Embedded Systems


Project Management


Neural Networks


**Data Communication**


**Data Engineering**

89. Abdul Wahab and Mohammad Nadeem, (December 2009), “Web Mining Neural Networks”, MS/CS692009ISR, 26 pages.
Web Engineering / Web Technology


**Semantic Web**


**Reverse Engineering**


**Windows / Operating Systems**


**Graphics**


**Natural Language Processing (NLP)**

Green Computing


Search Engine Optimization


Social Networking


IT Health Care


Models, Algorithms and Simulation


Dataware Housing
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